We propose a classical optical interferometry scheme that reproduces dispersion-insensitive HongOu-Mandel interferograms. The interferometric scheme is derived from a systematic method based on the time-reversal symmetry of quantum mechanics. The scheme uses a time-reversed version of a Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer with pairs of orthogonally polarized input laser pulses. We experimentally demonstrate automatic dispersion cancellation using the interferometry. The results show that the interferometer can obtain high-visibility interferograms with high signal conversion efficiency.
We propose a classical optical interferometry scheme that reproduces dispersion-insensitive HongOu-Mandel interferograms. The interferometric scheme is derived from a systematic method based on the time-reversal symmetry of quantum mechanics. The scheme uses a time-reversed version of a Hong-Ou-Mandel interferometer with pairs of orthogonally polarized input laser pulses. We experimentally demonstrate automatic dispersion cancellation using the interferometry. The results show that the interferometer can obtain high-visibility interferograms with high signal conversion efficiency. Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference [1] is a fundamental two-photon interference phenomenon in quantum optics. The study of HOM interference has inspired a variety of studies on two-photon interference phenomena, such as quantum beating [2] , phase superresolution [3] [4] [5] [6] , and phase supersensitivity [7, 8] . Due to the time-frequency correlation of photon pairs, HOM interferograms are insensitive to even-order dispersion. This property is utilized in automatic dispersion cancellation [9] [10] [11] and has been applied to precise measurements of length or time in dispersive media such as biological samples and optical fibers. These applications include quantum-optical coherence tomography [12] [13] [14] , quantum clock synchronization [15] , and the measurement of photon tunneling time [16] .
Automatic dispersion cancellation in HOM interferometers often suffers from weak output signals due to low efficiency in the generation and detection of entangled photon pairs. To address this, several schemes have been proposed to achieve automatic dispersion cancellation with intense classical input light [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . One of the most successful schemes is chirped-pulse interferometry (CPI) developed by Kaltenbaek et al. [21] [22] [23] . CPI is implemented by using intense chirped and antichirped laser pulses as input light. The interference signals are extracted from narrow-band light after sumfrequency generation (SFG), which is used as an efficient two-photon detector for optical coherence tomography [24] . CPI can reproduce dispersion-insensitive HOM interferograms with much stronger signals. Owing to the simplicity of the configuration, CPI has been applied to dispersion-insensitive optical coherence tomography [25, 26] .
CPI is based on the time-reversal method [27, 28] , which is a technique to reproduce the interferograms of an optical system by temporally reversing the original system. Resch et al. first proposed the timereversal method for reproducing multi-photon interferograms without an entangled-photon resource, and applied it to realizing phase superresolution [27] . In their setup, however, the input light must be attenuated to photon counting level. When applying the time-reversal method to realize automatic dispersion cancellation in practical applications, it is necessary to apply an additional technique to replace the attenuated input light with intense coherence light. In the case of CPI, by using chirped and antichirped laser pulses as input light, intense input light can be used in the time-reversed system.
In this Letter, we introduce a systematic method for constructing a time-reversed system reproducing dispersion-insensitive HOM interferograms with an intense classical light source. Our scheme consists of the two parts. First, we construct a time-reversed system with a two-photon input state in accordance with the time-reversal method by Resch et al. [27] . Second, we modify the system to replace the two-photon input state with intense coherent input light. Our interferometric scheme employs pairs of orthogonally polarized input laser pulses instead of the chirped and antichirped laser pulses used in CPI. We also experimentally demonstrate automatic dispersion cancellation using this interferometry. Our interferometry can achieve high-visibility interference with high efficiency owing to its simplicity.
We start by introducing the theory of the time-reversal method. The time-reversal method is based on the following identity for a unitary operatorÛ and a pair of states |i and |f :
The left-hand side of Eq. (1) corresponds to the success probability of the time-forward process, where the initial state |i evolves withÛ and is projected onto the final state |f . The right-hand side corresponds to the timereversed process, where the roles of |i and |f are swapped and the unitary evolutionÛ is inverted. Thus the time- reversed process reproduces the same success probability as that of the time-forward process.
In the following, we apply the time-reversal method to an HOM interferometer and construct a time-reversed system with a two-photon input state reproducing dispersion-insensitive HOM interferograms.
The schematic setup of a time-forward HOM interferometer with time-frequency-entangled photon pairs is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The initial state is a narrow-band pump photon state |i(0) , represented by a wave function centered at t c = 0 in the time domain. The input photon is converted into a time-frequency-entangled photon pair in a nonlinear crystal through spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). One of the photons travels the upper arm, including a delay mirror with displacement x. The other travels the lower arm, including passing through a dispersive medium. The two photons are combined at a beam splitter. The overall time evolution is denoted by the unitary operatorÛ (x). After passing through the bandpass filters BPF1s, the photon pair is detected in the upper and lower arms at time t ± τ /2, respectively. These detections are interpreted as the projection onto the final state |f(t, τ ) , which is represented by a pair of wave functions centered at t c = t ± τ /2 in the time domain, respectively. The widths of these wave functions are determined by the transmission spectra of the BPF1s. The detection probability density is given by
The success probability P (x) of the coincidence counting is given by the integration of the detection probability density over t and τ :
By changing the displacement x, the success probability sharply drops only when the lengths of the two arms are balanced. This decrease in the success probability is called the HOM dip. The width of the HOM dip is determined by the phase-matching condition of SPDC and the transmission spectrum of BPF1. Based on the time-reversal method, the time-reversed HOM interferometer is constructed as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The initial state is the two-photon state denoted by |f(0, τ ) , which is represented by a pair of wave functions centered at t c = ±τ /2 in the time domain, respectively. This state is the time-reversal counterpart of the final state in the time-forward process. The pair of photons pass through the optical system in the reverse manner to the time-forward case and are converted into a single photon by SFG. We finally detect the upconverted photon at time t through the bandpass filter BPF2. This detection is interpreted as the projection onto the final state |i(t) , represented by a wave function centered at t c = t in the time domain. This state is a time-reversal counterpart of the initial state in the time-forward process. The detection probability density is given by
due to the time-translation symmetry. The success probability P r (x, τ ) is given by the integration of the detection probability density over only t, not τ :
By integrating P r (x, τ ) over all delays τ , we can reproduce the same interferogram as the time-forward HOM interferometer P (x). In our scheme, we measure each success probability P r (x, τ ) for various delays τ and sum the measured data over all delays τ by post-processing. The width of the HOM dip is determined by the spectrum of the input pulse and the phase-matching condition of SFG. We next consider the replacement of the two-photon input state with intense coherent light as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The time-reversed system with intense coherent input light has four Feynman paths leading to SFG, shown in Figs. 2(b) and (c). Since only the crosscorrelation terms (b) lead to HOM interference, we have to eliminate the contribution from the autocorrelation terms (c). In our system, we use pairs of orthogonally polarized (H and V) laser pulses as input light and employ a type-II nonlinear optical crystal for SFG. Type-II SFG extracts only pairs of orthogonally polarized photons and thus eliminates the contribution from the autocorrelation terms (c).
For intense input light, we can calculate the interferogram of the time-reversed HOM interferometer by using only classical electromagnetics, as detailed below. We denote the spectra of the two input pulses by E(ω) and E(ω)e iωτ , and the effect of the dispersion medium is modeled by a linear transfer function H(ω). The spectrum of mixed light through SFG, E SFG (ω), is given by the following convolution integral:
where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. Assuming that the transmission spectrum of the bandpass filter is sufficiently narrow and its center frequency is 2ω 0 , the measured intensity I r (x, τ ) after the bandpass filter is given by I r (x, τ ) = |E SFG (2ω 0 )| 2 . By integrating I r (τ, x) over all delays τ , the post-processed interfero-
We can see that S(x) is insensitive to even-order dispersion, which is represented as H(ω) = e i[φ0+φ2(ω−ω0)
, which is identical to the time-forward HOM interferogram.
We next experimentally generate dispersion-insensitive HOM interferograms with the time-reversed HOM interferometer. Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3(a) . A femtosecond fiber laser (center wavelength 782 nm, pulse duration 74.5 fs FWHM, average power 54 mW) was used to create transform-limited pulsed light with horizontal polarization. In the preparation stage, each pulse is divided into a pair of pulses at the first nonpolarizing beam splitter. One of the pair experiences a relative path difference cτ and the other is rotated into vertical polarization by a half-wave plate (HWP). The pair of pulses is introduced into the cross-correlator with time difference τ . The cross-correlator introduces a relative path difference x in one of its arms and includes a dispersive medium in the other. We use a 5-mm-thick zinc selenide (ZnSe) plate as a dispersive medium. After propagating in each arm, the pulses are focused into a 1-mmlength β-barium borate (BBO) crystal for type-II noncollinear SFG. The sum-frequency light is filtered into a 0.43-nm bandwidth around 391 nm by a 1,200-lines/mm aluminum-coated diffraction grating followed by a slit, and then detected by a GaP photodiode equipped with an amplifier. We measured the intensity I r (x, τ ) for various displacements cτ and integrated I r (x, τ ) for all displacements cτ to obtain the HOM interferograms. We also observed white-light interferograms for comparison, using an ordinary Mach-Zehnder interferometer with the same light source shown in Fig. 3(b) . The experimental results without and with a dispersive medium are shown in Figs. 4 (a) and (b) , respectively. The upper color maps show the intensity distribution versus displacement x and cτ in the time-reversed HOM interferometer. Both x and cτ are spaced at intervals of 1 µm. The lower graphs show time-reversed HOM interferograms (blue circles) and white-light interferograms (red crosses). The time-reversed HOM interferograms are derived by vertically integrating the upper graphs over all cτ . Without a dispersive medium, we observed 18.3±0.2 µm FWHM for the time-reversed HOM dip and 24.63±0.04 µm FWHM for the white-light interference pattern; the former had a narrower width by a factor of 1.35. This factor is slightly smaller than the theoretical value √ 2 for input light with a Gaussian spectrum [11] due to the lost bandwidth in SFG. With the dispersive medium, we observe 18.6±0.2 µm FWHM for the time-reversal HOM dip and 69.5±0.3 µm FWHM for the white-light interference pattern. The width of the time-reversed HOM dip remains essentially unchanged owing to automatic dispersion cancellation, whereas that of the white-light interference pattern is clearly increased by a factor of 1.8.
We note that our results achieve high-visibility HOM interferograms with high signal conversion efficiency. The measured visibilities of the time-reversed HOM dips are 89.9±0.7% without dispersion and 86.8±0.8% with dispersion. From the maximum signal power 0.57 µW and the light source power 54 mW, the maximum signal conversion efficiency is estimated to be 1.1 × 10 −5 . This value is about one order of magnitude greater than that for CPI, 1.6 × 10 −6 , which is estimated from the previous experiment [21] . These improvements are due to the simplicity of our setup, which does not require the generation of chirped laser pulses.
In conclusion, we have proposed a classical optical interferometry reproducing dispersion-insensitive HOM interferograms, employing a systematic method based on the time-reversal symmetry of quantum mechanics. We have also experimentally demonstrated automatic dispersion cancellation using this interferometry. Our results exhibit high-visibility interference dips with high signal conversion efficiency, demonstrating that the method is appropriate for metrological applications. Furthermore, the time-reversal method illustrated here can be applied to the development of a new classical interferometric technique reproducing various quantum phenomena. This research is supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 22109004 and 25287101.
